Amend Wisconsin Administrative Rule 10.104 (5)(b) to establish an additional CDAC member seat to represent the interests of the natural heritage of Wisconsin. (requires legislation)

County Deer Advisory Councils (CDACs) were established in 2014 by Wisconsin Administrative Rule 10.104 (5)(b)(c)(d)(e) to serve as advisory councils to the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources on deer management issues; Under this rule each CDAC comprises two WCC members and up to eight members filling representative stakeholder seats that include: Agriculture, Deer Management Assistant Program (DMAP), Forestry, Hunting Clubs, Transportation, Tribal (in Ceded Territory counties), Tourism and Local Government; Stakeholder positions are meant to provide a means for public interests in deer and deer management to be involved in local deer management discussions and the formation of recommendations; Field knowledge and research has established a relationship between deer numbers and the numbers, diversity, and quality of natural heritage elements, i.e., species, habitats, landscapes; No CDAC seat specifically represents the natural heritage of Wisconsin, i.e., Wisconsin’s native wildlife, plants and state natural areas as defined by the WDNR’s Natural Heritage Conservation Program; To complete the suite of interests in the CDAC membership to fully represent Wisconsin’s societal, economic, and ecologic deer management issues a CDAC seat representing the Wisconsin’s natural heritage should be added; Be it resolved that the Wisconsin Conservation Congress leadership work with the WDNR and state legislature to amend Wisconsin Administrative Rule 10.104 (5)(b) to establish an additional CDAC member seat in every county to represent the interests of Wisconsin’s natural heritage with this member to fill a seat in a manner similar to other CDAC members.

Would you support the WCC leadership working with WDNR and state legislature to amend Wisconsin Administrative Rule 10.104 (5)(b) to establish an additional CDAC member seat to specifically represent the interests of Wisconsin’s natural heritage?

Additional Information provided by author:

Michael Grimm
342 Louisiana St
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
9203331753
epigearepens@gmail.com
Door County

Resolutions introduced at each Spring Hearing are public documents under Wisconsin’s Open Records law [ss. 19.31 -19.39, Wis. Stats.] and will be posted online for the public to review. Any personally identifiable information will be available to the public but will only be used by the Department for administrative purposes.

Please print typed resolution on 8 ½ X 11 white paper (one-sided) and provide the WCC County Chair with TWO COPIES at the spring hearing. Only the individual author or designated representative may present the resolution. The author or designated representative must be present at the time the resolution is introduced. No more than two resolutions may be introduced by any person during the Congress portion of the spring hearings.

Contact one of your local WCC delegates with questions or for assistance with writing your resolution.